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Abstract

Undeniable signatures were proposed to limit the pub-
lic verification property of ordinary digital signature. In
fact, the verification of such signatures cannot be ob-
tained without the help of the signer via the confirma-
tion/disavowal protocols. In this paper, we reconsider
the security of the undeniable signature scheme proposed
by Yuan et al. at ICICS 2007, and point out their scheme
does not satisfy the security model of invisibility the au-
thors presented.
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1 Introduction

As an important cryptographic primitive, digital signa-
tures [4] are employed to achieve the integrity and au-
thenticity of digital documents. A ordinary digital signa-
ture has the property that anyone having a copy of the
signature can check its validity using the corresponding
public information. In some scenarios, however, the pub-
lic verifiability of ordinary signatures is not desired, since
the signer may wish the recipient of a digital signature
could not show the signature to a third party at will.
To control the public verifiability, some kinds of digital
signatures had been proposed and studied in the litera-
ture, such as designated verifier signatures [2, 5, 6, 10],
designated confirmer signatures [3, 14], and undeniable
signatures [1, 8, 13], etc.

Undeniable signatures are like ordinary digital signa-
tures, with the only difference that they are not publicly
verifiable. Instead, the validity or invalidity of an un-
deniable signature can only be verified via the confirma-
tion/disavowal protocol with the help of the signer. Since
undeniable signatures were introduced, they have found
various applications in cryptography such as in licensing
software [1], electronic cash [9], electronic voting and auc-
tions [11, 12].

In this paper, we reconsider the security of the undeni-
able signature scheme with convertible property proposed
by Yuan et al. [15] at ICICS 2007, and find that their

scheme does not satisfy the security model of invisibil-
ity presented by the authors. Concretely, in the security
model of invisibility in Yuan et al.’s work, it only require
that the adversary does not submit the challenge message-
signature pair (m∗, σ∗) to the confirmation/disavowal or-
acle. However, we will show an attack that given the chal-
lenge message-signature pair (m∗, σ∗), the adversary can
construct another message-signature pair (m∗, σ′) such
that the validity of (m∗, σ′) is equivalent to the validity of
(m∗, σ∗). Therefore, the adversary can submit (m∗, σ′) to
the confirmation/disavowal oracle in the security model of
invisibility and then decides whether (m∗, σ∗) is valid.

In Section 2, we review some basic knowledge and the
definition of undeniable signatures. In Section 3, we first
review Yuan et al.’s undeniable signature scheme, then
propose an attack on their scheme. Finally, we conclude
the paper in Section 4.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we review some basic knowledge required
in this paper and the definition of undeniable signatures.
Throughout the paper, we write r ∈R S to indicate that
the value r is chosen randomly from set S.

2.1 Bilinear Pairings

Let G and G1 be cyclic groups of prime order p and g
be the generator of G. A bilinear pairing is a map e :
G×G→ G1 with the following properties:

1) Bilinear: e(ga, gb) = e(g, g)ab for all a, b ∈R Z∗p;

2) Non-degenerate: e(g, g) 6= 1G1 ;

3) Computable: e is efficiently computable.

2.2 Outline of Undeniable Signatures

A undeniable signature (US) scheme consists of the fol-
lowing algorithms:

Setup. A probabilistic algorithm that on input 1k where
k ∈ N is a security parameter, generates the common
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parameters denoted by cp which is shared by all the
users in the system.

KeyGen. A probabilistic algorithm that on input cp,
generates a public/secret key pair (pk, sk) for a user
in the system.

Sign. a probabilistic (or deterministic) algorithm that on
input a secret key sk, cp and a message m to be
signed, outputs a undeniable signature σ.

Confirmation. A protocol between the signer and a ver-
ifier such that given a message-signature pair (m, σ),
a public key pk and cp, this protocol allows the
signer to convince the verifier that the given message-
signature pair is valid, with the knowledge of the cor-
responding secret key sk.

Disavowal. A protocol between the signer and a veri-
fier such that given a message-signature pair (m, σ),
a public key pk and cp, this protocol allows the
signer to convince the verifier that the given message-
signature pair is invalid, with the knowledge of the
corresponding secret key sk.

The following algorithms are only for undeniable sig-
natures with convertible property:

Individual Conversion. A deterministic algorithm
that on input cp, a secret key sk and a message-
signature pair (m,σ), outputs an individual receipt
r.

Individual Verification. A deterministic algorithm
that on input cp, a public key pk, a message-
signature pair (m,σ) and an individual receipt r,
outputs ⊥ if r is an invalid receipt. Otherwise,
outputs 1 if σ is a valid signature of m and outputs
0 otherwise.

Universal Conversion. A deterministic algorithm that
on input cp and a secret key sk, outputs an universal
receipt R.

Universal Verification. A deterministic algorithm
that on input input cp, a public key pk, any
message-signature pair (m, σ) for public key pk and
an universal receipt R, outputs ⊥ if R is an invalid
receipt. Otherwise, outputs 1 if σ is a valid signature
of m and outputs 0 otherwise.

2.3 Invisibility of Undeniable Signature

The invisibility is essentially the inability to determine
whether a given message-signature pair is valid without
the help of the signer. The security model of invisibility
presented by Yuan et al. [15] is as follows.

Game Invisibility: Let S be the simulator and A be the
adversary.

1) S gives the public key and parameters to A.

2) A can query the following oracles:

a. Sign queries: A adaptively queries qs times with
input message mi, and obtains a signature σi.

b. Confirmation/disavowal queries: A adaptively
queries qc times with input message-signature
pair (mi, σi). If it is a valid pair, the oracle re-
turns a bit µ = 1 and proceeds with the execu-
tion of the confirmation protocol with A. Oth-
erwise, the oracle returns a bit µ = 0 and pro-
ceeds with the execution of the disavowal pro-
tocol with A.

c. (For convertible schemes only) Receipt generat-
ing oracle: A adaptively queries qr times with
input message-signature pair (mi, σi), and ob-
tains an individual receipt r.

3) A outputs a message m∗ which has never been
queried to the sign oracle, and requests a challenge
signature σ∗ on m∗. σ∗ is generated based on a hid-
den bit b. If b = 1, then σ∗ is generated as usual
using sign oracle, otherwise σ∗ is chosen uniformly
at random from the signature space.

4) A can adaptively query the sign oracle and confir-
mation/disavowal oracle, where no sign query (and
receipt generating query) for m∗ and no confirma-
tion/disavowal query for (m∗, σ∗) is allowed.

5) Finally, A outputs a guess b′.

A wins the game if b′ = b. A’s advantage in this game
is defined to be Adv(A)=|Pr[b′ = b]− 1

2 |.
Definition 1. A (convertible) undeniable signature
scheme is said to have the property of invisibility if no
probabilistic polynomial time algorithm A has a non-
negligible advantage in Game Invisibility.

3 Review of Yuan et al.’s Scheme
and an Attack

In this section, we first review Yuan et al.’s undeniable sig-
nature scheme [15] with individually and universally con-
vertible properties proposed at ICICS 2007, then present
an attack on invisibility of this scheme.

3.1 Review of Yuan et al.’s Scheme

Yuan et al.’s Scheme consists of the following algorithms
and protocols:

Setup. Let G, G1 be groups of prime order p. Given a
pairing: e : G × G → G1. Select generators g, g2 ∈
G. Generator u′ ∈ G is selected at random, and a
random n-length vector U = (ui), whose elements
are chosen at random from G.

Select an integer d as a system parameter. Denote
l = 2d and k = n/d. Let Hj : {0, 1}n → Z∗l be
collision resistant hash functions, where 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
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KeyGen. Select α, β′, βi ∈R Z∗p for 1 ≤ i ≤ l. Set
g1 = gα, v′ = gβ′ and vi = gβi . The pub-
lic keys are (g1, v

′, v1, · · · , vl). The secret keys are
(α, β′, β1, · · · , βl).

Sign. To sign a message m = (m1,m2, · · · ,mn) ∈
{0, 1}n, denote mj = Hi(m) for 1 ≤ j ≤ k. The
signer picks r ∈R Z∗p and computes the signature:

S1 = gα
2 (u′

n∏

i=1

umi
i )r,

S2,j = (v′
l∏

i=1

v
mi

j

i )r.

The output signature is (S1, S2,1, · · · , S2,k).

Confirmation/Disavowal. On input (S1, S2,1, · · · ,
S2,k), the signer computes for 1 ≤ j ≤ k:

L = e(g, g2)
M = e(g1, g2)

Nj = e(v′
l∏

i=1

v
mi

j

i , g2)

Oj = e(v′
l∏

i=1

v
mi

j

i , S1)/e(S2,j , u
′

n∏

i=1

umi
i ).

Then the signer executes the 3-move WI protocols [7]
of the equality or the inequality of discrete logarithms
α =logM

L and logOj

Nj
in GT .

Individual Conversion. Upon input the signature
(S1, S2,1, · · · , S2,k) on the message m, the signer com-

putes m1 = H1(m) and S′2 = S
1/(β′+

∑l
i=1 βim

i
1)

2,1 .
Output the individual receipt S′2 for message m.

Individual Verification. Upon input the signature
(S1, S2,1, · · · , S2,k) for the message m and the indi-
vidual receipt S′2, compute mj = Hj(m) for 1 ≤ j ≤
k and check if

e(g, S2,j)
?= e(S′2, v

′
l∏

i=1

v
mi

j

i ).

If they are not equal, output ⊥. Otherwise compare
if

e(g, S1)
?= e(g1, g2) · e(S′2, u′

n∏

i=1

umi
i ).

Output 1 if the above equation holds, otherwise out-
put 0.

Universal Conversion. The signer publishes his uni-
versal receipt (β′, β1, · · · , βl).

Universal Verification. Upon input the signature
(S1, S2,1, · · · , S2,k) on the message m and the uni-
versal receipt (β′, β1, · · · , βl), check if

v′ ?= gβ′ and vi
?= gβi for 1 ≤ i ≤ l.

If they are not equal, output ⊥. Otherwise compute
mj = Hj(m) for 1 ≤ j ≤ k and compare if

e(g, S1)
?= e(g1, g2) · e(S1/(β′+

∑l
i=1 βim

i
j)

2,j , u′
n∏

i=1

umi
i ).

Output 1 if the above equation holds. Otherwise out-
put 0.

Notes: The witness indistinguishable (WI) protocol for
Diffie-Hellman (DH) tuple and non-DH tuple is proposed
by Kurosawa and Heng [7]. Let G be an Abelian group
with prime order p and L be a generator of G. We say
that (L,Lα, Lβ , Lw) is a DH tuple if w = αβ mod p. WI
protocol is employed to prove if (L,Lα, Lβ , Lw) is a DH
tuple or non-DH tuple using the knowledge α. For the
detailed description of WI protocol, we refer readers to
[7].

3.2 Attack on Yuan et al.’s Scheme

In this subsection, we show an attack on Yuan et al.’s
Scheme and point out that their scheme actually does not
satisfy security model of invisibility given in Section 2.3.

Attack. Let (m∗, σ∗) be the challenge in the attacking
phase of security model for invisibility where σ∗ =
(S∗1 , S∗2,1, · · · , S∗2,k). After the adversary A receives
the challenge, not querying the sign oracle, he can
selects r′ ∈R Z∗p and computes

σ′ = (S∗1 (u′
n∏

i=1

umi
i )r′ , S∗2,1(v

′
l∏

i=1

v
mi

j

i )r′ ,

· · · , S∗2,k(v′
l∏

i=1

v
mi

j

i )r′)

= (gα
2 (u′

n∏

i=1

umi
i )r+r′ , (v′

l∏

i=1

v
mi

j

i )r+r′ ,

· · · , (v′
l∏

i=1

v
mi

j

i )r+r′).

Then he submits σ′ to the Confirmation/Dosavowal
Oracle. It is obvious that if σ∗ is valid, then σ′ is
valid, and vice verse. Therefore, the adversary A
can decide whether σ∗ is valid according to whether
σ′ is valid. That is to say, the adversary A can break
the invisibility of Yuan et al.’s Scheme.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we pointed out that Yuan et al.’s undeniable
signature scheme in the standard model in fact does not
satisfy the invisibility that the authors stated. Through
this example, we think how to define exactly the security
model for cryptographic primitive is an important work.
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